Abstract-There is a desire to detect and assess unmanned aerial systems (UAS) with a high probability of detection and low nuisance alarm rates in numerous fields of security. Currently available solutions rely upon exploiting electronic signals emitted from the UAS. While these methods may enable some degree of security, they fail to address the emerging domain of autonomous UAS that do not transmit or receive information during the course of a mission. We examine frequency analysis of pixel fluctuation over time to exploit the temporal frequency signature present in imagery data of UAS. This signature is present for autonomous or controlled multirotor UAS and allows for lower pixels-on-target detection. The methodology also acts as a method of assessment due to the distinct frequency signatures of UAS when examined against the standard nuisance alarms such as birds or non-UAS electronic signal emitters. The temporal frequency analysis method is paired with machine learning algorithms to demonstrate a UAS detection and assessment method that requires minimal human interaction. The use of the machine learning algorithm allows each necessary human assess to increase the likelihood of autonomous assessment, allowing for increased system performance over time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) are arising as a new security concern within the field of physical security. Many of the state-of-the-art detection and assessment methods rely on the electronic signals emitted from the UAS for both detection and assessment purposes. However, this method of detection and assessment is not viable in situations where the UAS does not communicate with a controller or base station. Alternative methods of detection can be used in these situations; however, these alternative methods are subject to nuisance alarms such as birds. An assessment method is desired that allows the creation of a UAS-specific signature to enable lower nuisance alarm rates and autonomous UAS detection. This desired signature can be obtained through the analysis of the frequency content of a visible camera pixel. Frequency content of an image can be obtained by monitoring the change over a period of time for each individual pixel within the visible camera. Applying a frequency transformation to the obtained temporal pixel fluctuations provides frequency coefficients for the changing pixel. This temporal frequency U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright transformation can then be collapsed into a single twodimensional matrix that contains both spatial and temporal data. The collapse representation can then be utilized by machine learning algorithms for more accurate detection and assessment of UAS. In the event of a necessary human classification of a target (i.e. the algorithm is uncertain), the human classification is returned to the machine learning algorithm in order to improve the algorithm and autonomous classification. This paper provides general background information necessary to understand the temporal frequency analysis method, while providing examples of similar work in a variety of fields. This background is followed by a discussion of the data collected for this work, and the methodologies applied to process the data using the temporal frequency analysis approach. Finally, the temporal frequency analyzed data is classified using a machine learning algorithm and compared to the raw data that is similarly classified. The temporal frequency analysis method is shown to have significant improvements over the raw data analysis and possibilities for future work are presented.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Unmanned Aerial Systems
Unmanned aerial systems (UAS) refer to any type of flying vehicle that functions without a pilot on-board the aircraft. These vehicles function with on-board flight controllers or off-board (remote-control) [1] . These systems pose a security concern due to the lack of human risk involved in piloting unmanned systems. Today, UAS are commonly remotecontrolled by the pilot, and the methods of detection and assessment for these devices reflects that commonality. Detection and assessment of these devices is often implemented by searching for the unique radio frequency communication between a UAS device and the controller or UAS camera and recorder. Assessments are similarly made using frequency signature libraries and cross referencing known communication protocols with these libraries. However, the technology surrounding these systems is growing rapidly and UAS may be capable of autonomous navigation soon, as literature explaining how to implement the autonomy already exists [2] .
B. Temporal Frequency Analysis
The Fouier transform can provide rich frequency information when used to analyze datasets. These rich datasets have been used in identification of a variety of targets in a variety of fields. Some such identifications include palm print identifications [3] , identification of patients with ventricular tachycardia [4] , and bacteria identification [5] . However, when searching for unique data signatures or structures, it is often useful to also examine the temporal features of the data [6] . This concept has been applied in various forms over the years including time series analysis using wavelet transforms [6] , gated cardiac blood pool studies [7] , speckle shearing interferometry [8] , and dispersive optical fibers [9] . In this document we present another method of a temporal Fourier transform we title temporal frequency analysis. We direct this analysis toward the generation of spatial and temporal signatures for unmanned aerial system detection and assessment.
III. DATA COLLECTION
A. Unmanned Aerial System Targets
Three multirotor UAS were utilized for this effort, which included a DJI Phantom 4 Pro, a DJI Mavic, and a Cinestar Octocopter. These UAS were flown in their standard configuration. During the experiment, each UAS was flown one at a time, followed by two dual flights. The first dual flight was with two DJI Phantom 4 Pros and the second flight was with a DJI Phantom 4 Pro and a DJI Mavic. For the preliminary analysis implemented within this document, the chosen test target was the DJI Phantom 4. This target is shown in Figure  2 . 
B. Imaging systems
A FLIR Blackfly was utilized to obtain data from the UAS targets. The camera was provided a lens to generate a large field-of-view to ensure the targets were able to remain in the field-of-view when up close. The added field-of-view also provided a larger range in which to view incidental targets. The resolution variability was examined using varying distances from the target. The data was obtained in the streaming mode using the cameras USB 3.0 communication. Though this resulted in occasional frame drops, it prevented the camera from overloading its on-board memory and malfunctioning. The camera possessed the ability to autocorrect the image; however, these options were fixed to specific values when the camera was focused to prevent alteration of the collected data. The data was collected and stored as .mp4 video files to be processed using the temporal frequency analysis.
C. Test Cases
Several different test cases were enacted using the primary UAS target. These test cases were chosen to provide training data that took into account the different ways in which the target was capable of moving. The test cases included moving in a straight line out to the limit of the cameras visibility and returning, vertical and horizontal curved motion, vertical and horizontal straight motion, diagonal motion, and entering/exiting the field of view. During the course of testing several classes were observed for the system to train on, these classes included cars, humans, birds, UASs, and the background. For the results reported, six classes were identified by human ground truth on collected data. The data collected for these classes and the amounts used in the machine learning algorithm are included in I.
IV. METHODOLOGY
A. Temporal Frequency Analysis
The mathematics behind the temporal frequency analysis method are a straight-forward implementation of Fourier analysis on temporal data for every pixel within an image. This method combines the traditional signal processing uses for the Fourier transform and the spatial information present in a standard video frame. First, a pixel is taken from the output frame of the video. A vector is generated by examining this filter over a period of time. A fast Fourier transformation is applied to the vectorized pixel data to obtain the frequency information present in the pixel fluctuations. Due to dropped frames, an exact sampling rate could not be obtained from the cameras. This results in frequency information that is unreferenced and, therefore, individual frequencies could not be extracted. However, one can examine the coefficients in an alternative manner. The coefficients generated using the fast Fourier transform on the pixel vector can be grouped and the summation of the coefficients examined for each grouping. In this analysis, the lower quarter of the coefficients, upper quarter of the coefficients, and remaining center coefficients were summed. The resulting singular value was positioned in the same spatial location in the new matrix. A visual representation of the method is provided in Figure 1 .
The temporal frequency analysis results in a series of still frames that are the summation of the frequency coefficients for pixel variations. The combination of all the temporal information into spatial locations in the new matrix provides a single image containing both the spatial and temporal information present in the initial frame stack. Examples of original scenes and the temporal frequency analyzed scenes are shown in Figure 3 .
Utilizing the center coefficients to recreate the image provides many inherent advantages. First, the use of the center coefficients inherently removes the background, as the background is essentially static and therefore a low frequency component. Second, much of the noise from the image is removed by not utilizing the high frequency coefficients. Finally, the desired targets have the highest frequency variation in the midrange. Utilizing the mid-range coefficients inherently weights the desired targets above the nuisance targets.
B. Machine Learning
Machine learning spans a large field with a variety of algorithms and techniques. The majority of the methods can be summarized under the concepts of supervised learning. Supervised learning is where previously categorized inputs (predictors) are used to predict the outputs based on pattern recognition (features). Here, the supervised learning is implemented using a convolutional neural network (CNN). A CNN is a deep learning algorithm designed for image recognition. CNNs, however, require a large amount of data in order to train. As the data obtained from testing was insufficient to train a full CNN, transfer learning was employed. A previously trained CNN, GoogLeNet Inception, was used. This CNN had Fig. 3 . The original scene (left) and the scene evaluated using temporal frequency analysis (right). On the top, a bird is flying across the field of view. This is not clearly visible in the raw data, however, it is clear in the bread crumb trail in the TFA space. In the center the UAS in the image was stationary for the 30 frames it was evaluated under except for its micro adjustments leaving just an outline of the UAS. At the bottom, the UAS was in motion across the field-of-view, leaving a ghost trail behind it in TFA. the features for a variety of spatial scenes encoded previously, and the data obtained from testing was used to tune the surface level neurons to the desired targets.
C. Implementation
The frames obtained during data collection were evaluated using the temporal frequency analysis method. First, a frame was taken, and the thirty frames previous to that frame utilized to generate the pixel fluctuation vectors for each pixel within the image. The fast Fourier transform was applied to each pixel and the frame replaced with the sum of the center frequency coefficients. This methodology continued moving through the entirety of the frames collected. Next, the data was examined to ensure cleanliness. As the frames were replaced with the activity of the previous thirty frames, some frames were capable of having two simultaneous targets, which limits the success of the machine learning algorithms. The data was cleaned to account for these, and other, inconsistencies within the training data. The data was then trimmed in order for each target to have nearly the same number of images. This assists in restricting bias in the system decisions. The machine learning algorithm, GoogLeNet Inception, was then trained on the frames. A section of data was not parsed for the algorithm to train on, and was retained for testing. This data was intentionally complex in order to challenge the system. The data was of two multirotor UAS flying simultaneously in the field of view. This provided testing cases including no UAS (both UAS out of view), one UAS (when the other was out of view), two UAS, birds, helicopters, and cars. Each of these targets were occasionally in the scene together, and alone. The testing case totaled to 1940 test frames.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The machine learning algorithm was able to train on the analyzed data with a 94.8% training accuracy on a total of 5 classes. The complicated test scenarios appropriately challenged the system resulting in a 48% accuracy in classification. For a baseline examination, the machine learning algorithm was also applied to the unprocessed image data. This unprocessed data obtained a 95.8% training accuracy. However, the system was only able to obtain a 28% accuracy on the complicated test data. In fact, the raw trained system typically classified the objects as background, occasionally accurately determining a UAS target when the target was up close. Classification accuracies were determined by a human examining each individual frame and noting all the training classes present in that frame. As the system was not trained to classify multiple simultaneous targets, successful classification of any single target that was within the frame was counted as a successful classification. This methodology precludes the standard confusion matrix method of examining the success of the machine learning algorithm. Instead, the confusion matrix was generated with the test instances containing multiple target types excluded. The confusion matrices for the raw data and temporal frequency analyzed data are shown in Figure 5 .
The instances involving poor classification and successful classification were examined to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the temporal frequency analysis (TFA). The poor classifications occurred most often in regards to the secondary targets: cars and birds. In regards to the primary targets, the UAS were occasionally mistaken for birds, cars, or the background at great distances. However, as intended, when the UAS at far distances performed a UAS specific motion (such as an upward curve) the system was capable of classifying it as a UAS target rather than the nuisance alarm it may have originally classified it as. The main strength witnessed between the TFA method and the raw data method was in distance classification. The raw data method was equally capable of classifying targets that were near the camera, but was not able to classify targets that were Fig. 5 . Confusion matrices for the raw data (top) and the temporal frequency analyzed data (bottom) for the complicated test case. The overall accuracies displayed are slightly different than the 48% and 28% system accuracies when the simultaneous target situations were included. at a distance from the camera. Examples of successful distance classification for TFA paired with unsuccessful distance classifications for the raw data method are shown in Figure 4 . The second strength of the TFA methodology lies in the ease of examination for a human. As viewed in Figure 4 , the far distance objects are not only unclassifiable by the machine, but they are nearly invisible to a human. However, the temporal frequency analyzed data clearly shows objects moving in the frame and provides a trail of the motion. This gives a human more pixels to view, thus allowing the objects to be viewed and classified at greater distances. It is expected that the temporal frequency analysis method is capable of improved performance, and the work will continue to be explored to extract this possible performance. Future examinations include support vector machine algorithms, increased training data, and alternative coefficients.
VI. CONCLUSION
Unmanned aerial systems are developing as a security concern across many industries. Successful detection and classification methods are still being explored, with many methods overlooking systems that do not emit electromagnetic signals. A new method of video analytics was developed to combat this limitation on current systems titled temporal frequency analysis. This method examines the fluctuations within individual pixels over a period of time, and applies a fast Fourier transform to the resulting vector. The coefficients can then be examined, with the summation of the center coefficients being the chosen methodology in this document. The summed coefficients are returned to a still frame image and that image fed into a pretrained convolutional neural network, GoogLeNet Inception. This method shows the ability to successfully classify twice as many challenging test frames as the raw data applied to the same machine learning algorithm. This method shows great promise in use as a detection and assessment tool for unmanned aerial systems and will continue to be explored.
